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	Connecting the ideas of students is one of the most difficult tasks to carry out in the teaching process. Performing these types of tasks through Moodle will help you overcome complex situations while you teach. If you are looking for a guide that will show you how to improve your skills in using Moodle, as well as enhance your way of teaching in virtual classrooms, your search ends right here.


	This cookbook provides a practical, step-by-step guide to building a complete reading comprehension, writing, and composition course in Moodle 1.9 starting with simple activities and ending with complex ones. It covers many features and techniques in order to allow you to organize your ideas to improve writing using Moodle as a virtual learning platform.


	This book begins with simple activities in order to enhance students' writing, such as connecting activities developed in different ways either using Moodle or free and open source software available in the Web 2.0. Then, it moves into matching images and different pieces of writing; it shows how to import different pictures to the Moodle course in different ways. It caters for a great variety of images that will brighten the creativity of students.


	Then reading comprehension is explored from the characters' point of view; students should explore the reading in such a way to become part of it and write as if they were part of the story.


	Twitter and Facebook social networks are embedded in the Moodle course in order to invent stories, create group works, and create social on fashion interaction hand in hand with the virtual classroom. There are step-by-step activities involving these websites and inserting Ishikawa's management technique in order to enhance group writing.


	Once you have reached this point of the book there are other writing techniques explored such as mathematical association to writing, cube technique, discussion clock, mind mapping, and tree diagrams among others. A step-by-step guide is provided for creating these techniques, uploading them into the Moodle course, and creating the writing activity.


	The book covers writing sentences, poems, songs, descriptions, compositions, essays, articles, cartoons, ads, and creating and describing superheroes.


	Achieve outstanding results with ready-to-use recipes for writing and composing holding hands with Moodle 1.9 in the Web 2.0 Era


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create prewriting activities such as matching or unjumbling among others using Hot Potatoes or Moodle Quizzes
	
		Develop a writing atmosphere for students to be creative bearing in mind Multiple Intelligences theory
	
		Perform a quandary maze using Quandary 2 and make students write according to their choices
	
		Display videos or images in the Moodle course as prewriting activities
	
		Embed social networks in the Moodle course and design interactive activities
	
		Insert management techniques in the teaching of writing and composing to enhance the students' learning experience
	
		Design and upload different mind maps, Venn diagrams, or tree diagrams in the Moodle course
	
		Use listening comprehension activities as prewriting ones
	
		Inspire students to change a writing style into another one
	
		Change sceneries of classical stories, superheroes to create new ones or enhance them



	Approach


	This book follows a cookbook style, which will help you achieve outstanding results using ready-to-use recipes for reading comprehension, writing, and composition holding hands with Moodle 1.9 in the Web 2.0 Era.


	Each recipe is unique; some deal with similar teaching techniques, but they show how to develop the same technique using different software, situations, or topics. Images, videos, poems, songs, artists, classic stories, cartoons, superheroes, painting, the environment, and comics are inserted into the Moodle course, in order to be used as either prewriting or writing activities.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are an English teacher who wants to discover practical, funny, and engaging activities to insert in your course, this is a perfectly designed book for you. It will help you to use different techniques in the teaching of reading comprehension, writing, and composition using a great variety of resources from the free and open source software available in the Web and interesting websites as well as social networks. You need basic experience with Moodle 1.9 or 1.9.5, as well as installation and configuration procedures.
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Game Coding Complete, Third EditionCharles River, 2009

	I had been playing the Ultima series of games by Richard Garriott since I was in high school, and I was a die-hard fan. Every game he published, I played all the way through, from Ultima I on the Apple ][ to Ultima V on the IBM PC. Ultima VI came out right as I graduated from college, and I noticed that the contact information for Origin...
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Spring Into HTML and CSSAddison Wesley, 2005
The fastest route to true HTML/CSS mastery!Need to build a web site? Or update  one? Or just create some effective new web content? Maybe you just need to  update your skills, do the job better.Welcome. This book's for you. We'll  leverage what you already know about the web, so you'll go further, faster than  you ever expected. You'll master...
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Mastering Azure Analytics: Architecting in the Cloud with Azure Data Lake, HDInsight, and SparkO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Microsoft Azure has over 20 platform-as-a-service (PaaS) offerings that can act in support of a big data analytics solution. So which one is right for your project? This practical book helps you understand the breadth of Azure services by organizing them into a reference framework you can use when crafting your own big data analytics...
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Thyroid Disease and Reproduction: A Clinical Guide to Diagnosis and ManagementSpringer, 2018

	
		This book is a practical, evidence-based resource covering thyroid disease and its effects on reproduction and fertility, discussing thyroid function and dysfunction - hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism, thyroid nodules and cancer - during pregnancy as well as its effects on the fetus. It begins with a review of the anatomy and...
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Introduction to Databases: From Biological to Spatio-Temporal (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2009
This textbook reveals the workings of numerous database systems, enabling readers to develop complex database applications. Students will gain hands-on experience by following the exercises. The theory is complemented by detailed examination of specific applications from a broad range of areas. The text assumes only basic discrete mathematics,...
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Digital Forensics Basics: A Practical Guide Using Windows OSApress, 2019

	
		Use this hands-on, introductory guide to understand and implement digital forensics to investigate computer crime using Windows, the most widely used operating system. This book provides you with the necessary skills to identify an intruder's footprints and to gather the necessary digital evidence in a forensically sound manner...
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